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SUBJECT: DRAFT COUNTYWIDE SUSTAINABILITY PLANNING POLICY 

ACTION: RECEIVE AND FILE 

RECOMMENDATION 

Receive and file the Draft Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy to establish 
principles, priorities, guidelines, and performance metrics for planning a more 
sustainable countywide transportation system. 

ISSUE 

Over the last six months, we have conducted analysis and engaged the Ad Hoc 
Sustainability Committee and external stakeholders in the development of a Sustainable 
Communities Planning Framework. The framework provides guidance to more fully 
integrate sustainability into our planning functions. It is also a resource for collaborating 
with regional and local agencies to implement California's climate change laws and 
encourage local policies and projects that will contribute to a more sustainable 
countywide transportation system. We will be seeking Board approval of the framework 
through adoption of the Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy following additional 
stakeholder outreach to be conducted in April and May. The draft Policy (Attachment A) 
is being provided in advance of our outreach efforts for review and comment. 

DISCUSSION 

The purpose of the Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy is to establish a 
framework to: 1) more fully integrate sustainability into our planning functions; 2) 
support cities in taking local actions that will complement our efforts; and 3) foster 
collaboration and facilitate partnerships that will lead to more sustainable communities. 
It demonstrates our continued commitment to sustainability as a core business value 
and as a strategy for enhancing the quality, efficiency, and value of the transportation 
system for our constituents. The Policy will help leverage and highlight the collective 
benefits of efforts underway to achieve a more sustainable countywide transportation 
system, including, but not limited to, implementation of Measure R projects, Transit- 
Oriented Development (TOD) planning grants, Call for Projects funding, and 
partnerships with regional, subregional, and local agencies. 



The Policy includes four primary elements: principles and priorities, planning 
guidelines, performance metrics, and implementation activities. The principles and 
priorities were developed in consideration of federal, state, and regional sustainability 
policies, and with input from internal departments, regional and sub-regional agencies, 
cities, non-profit organizations, and community stakeholders. The principles include: 
Connect People and Places, Create Community Value, and Conserve Resources. The 
social, economic, and environmental priorities associated with the principles are: 
Access, Prosperity, Green Modes, Healthy Neighborhoods, Community Development, 
Urban Greening, Context Sensitivity, System Productivity, and Environmental 
Stewardship. A description of the priorities and their relationship to the principles is 
included in the Policy. 

After establishing the principles and priorities, we conducted spatial and quantitative 
analysis to better understand the land use characteristics that inform travel behavior in 
the county, focusing on the main drivers of vehicle miles travelled. This analysis was 
used to group locations (at the census tract level) into place-type categories and to 
develop planning guidance tailored to each "place." In a built-out county the size of Los 
Angeles, place-based guidance is critical to ensuring transportation strategies reflect the 
constraints of urban form. For example, downtown Los Angeles has different 
opportunities than a neighborhood in Malibu. The Policy also includes planning 
guidance that is "universal" in nature recognizing that some strategies can be applied in 
many settings. Whether place-based or universal, all of the guidance is aimed at 
optimizing opportunities to act on the principles and achieve the priorities established by 
the Policy. 

The final two elements of the Policy are performance metrics and implementation 
activities. The performance metrics seek to capture countywide progress on the 
principles and priorities over time in order to inform future planning and policy decisions. 
There are also a set of metrics related to our own actions that will provide a resource for 
assessing and increasing the effectiveness of our decisions. The implementation 
activities are separated into short and long-term commitments. They will address our 
process for implementing the Policy across planning functions and in collaboration with 
regional partners. 

The Policy proposes that the Ad Hoc Sustainability Committee provide oversight and 
direction for completing the implementation plan and for updating the Policy. Policy 
updates are anticipated every two years to ensure the guidance is responsive to 
innovations in sustainability, transportation planning, and performance measurement. 

NEXT STEPS 

Over the next few weeks, we will refine and add greater detail to the Draft Policy in 
collaboration with internal staff. This internal review process will ensure that strategies 
across all modes are seamlessly integrated and reinforce one another. Following the 
internal review process, we will reach out to local, subregional, and regional agencies 
and host a broader stakeholder workshop to solicit feedback on the Draft Countywide 
Sustainability Planning Policy. Input from these activities will be incorporated into the 
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final Policy to be considered during the next the Ad Hoc Sustainability Committee and 
then by the Board. 
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SECTION 1: OVERVBEW, PURPOSE & BACKGROUND 

The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) is dedicated to 
the sustainability of Los Angeles County's people, environment, and economy. Many 
people and organizations share our goals and are pursuing visions of sustainability in 
their own households, neighborhoods, businesses, cities and region-wide. Metro's 
unique role in achieving a sustainable future is to plan, fund, construct and operate a 
transportation system that improves Angelinos' health and well-being, strengthens the 
economy, and enhances the natural environment. The 2012 Countywide Sustainability 
Planning Policy provides a vision and framework for fulfilling this role in the context of 
transportation planning. 

The policy is not a starting point for sust a complement to efforts 
to improve air quality and increase tran ve been underway for 
more than two decades. It is also not tion Plan that identifies 
new capital projects and funding sources r better defining the 
agency's long-term, desired sustainab to facilitate greater 
coordination and collaboration across ning disciplines (land- 
use, housing, environment, economic dev lities), and government 
agencies. 

This coordination and collaboration comes at nity, when Metro is 
significantly expanding its transit system and provements to 
improve efficiency and effectiveness, To suc e projects and gain 
support for fut reasingly called upon to quantify its 
contributions t mobility, but with respect to a broad range of 
social, economic a rs. This is evident from the Livability 
Principles that infl ade by federal agencies, the addition of 
climate change m portation Plans (per Senate Bill 375), and the 
increased pressure s to assess the health impacts of 
transportation veloped in consideration of these factors and 
to establish a ncing the mission of creating a more efficient 
and effective t concert with a broader set of sustainability 
priorities. 

1.2 PURPOSE 

The 2012 Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy is a guide to 1 .) more fully integrate 
sustainability into the agency's planning functions, 2.) support cities in taking local 
actions that will complement Metro's efforts, and 3.) foster collaboration and inspire 
partnerships that will lead to more sustainable communities. The policy demonstrates 
the agency's continued commitment to sustainability as a core business value and as a 
strategy for enhancing the quality, efficiency, and value of the transportation system for 
constituents. 

The policy is organized into four sections: 

1. Introduction, Purpose & Background 
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2. Planning a Sustainable Transportation System 

3. Planning Guidance 

4. Policy Implementation & Impact 

1.3 BACKGROUND 

Metro is responsible for the continuous improvement of an efficient and effective 
transportation system for Los Angeles County. Adhering to this mission, one of Metro's 
principal values is a commitment to sustainability, encompassing reducing, re-using and 
recycling all internal resources and reducing green house gas emissions. This 
commitment to sustainability is reinforced in the agency's business goals, which include 
sustaining the environment with energy effici 
emissions. "Sustainability" became an offici y's work program in 
2007 when the Board of Directors, with guid 
Committee, adopted the Sustainability lmpl Plan included the 
following Sustainability Mission and Vision, a 
term projects through Fiscal Year 2012. 

Mission: We will provide leadershi Los Angeles 
region without compromising our people efficiently and 
effectively. 

Vision: We will be the lea tainability efforts and its 
benefits to Los A and environment. 

Within this overar Sustainability Committee and supporting 
staff have genera tegies in three primary areas: 

1. Leadersh Outreach: Lead the region's sustainability 
efforts by oordination and by collaborating with regional 
stakeholders. 

2. Sustainable Age ctices: Minimize environmental impacts from the 
design, constru n, and maintenance of Metro's facilities and 
operations. 

3. Sustainable Regional Transportation System: Plan and implement a regional 
transportation system that increases mobility, fosters walkable and livable 
communities, and minimizes GHG emissions and environmental impacts. 

The Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy is intended to define outcomes and 
establish measurements related to the third focus area: developing a Sustainable 
Regional Transportation System. The policy broadens Metro's approach to 
sustainability from focusing on a particular project or transportation mode to developing 
a more holistic and system-based framework for sustainability analysis and planning. It 
also more fully embraces the social and economic elements of sustainability, in addition 
to the environmental dimensions, to reflect a growing interest in these areas from the Ad 
Hoc Sustainability Committee. 
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SECTION 2: PLANNING A SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORATIOM SYSTEM 

2.1 PRINCIPLES & PRIORITIES 
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The policy is based on the three themes of "Connect, Create and Conserve." These 
themes are the summation of the principles and priorities shown above. The principles 
align with the areas of responsibility within which Metro's planning practices have the 
opportunity to influence sustainability outcomes-as a regional mobility provider 
(Connect), a project developer (Create), and a steward of public funds (Conserve). 
There are three priorities associated with each principle that highlight key social, 
economic and environmental dimensions of sustainability to be advanced through the 
transportation planning process. Over time, these principles and priorities will 
increasingly be embedded in planning activities to: 

Align and optimize transportation strategies implemented through various 
planning programs toward a common vision of sustainability 

Evaluate proposals 

Inspire project design, creativity, innovati 

Guide and communicate sustainability 

Implementing these p 
members and partner organizations. In 
account the results of opportunity to catalyze 
innovations that support economic, 

2.2 KEY CONGE 

Several inter-relat policy and its approach for acting on the 
principles to achie ntroduced in this section. 

Transportation a 

Traveling is such a familiar es that we can easily take its complexity for 
granted. Going to school g a friend or going to the doctor's office, 
enjoying the beach or the II of these require moving about in a 
complicated web of inter-related systems. Land-use patterns and the dispersion of 
various origins and destinations shape people's need to travel and inform investments 
in the transportation network. In turn, transportation investments impact land-use by 
providing mobility options that accommodate growth in existing communities or that 
open up new land for development. 

The interactions of these two systems-and the resulting impacts on travel demand- 
have significant implications for the sustainability of communities. For this reason, 
greater coordination and strategic planning between transportation and land-use 
agencies is required to achieve the priorities of the policy. 

The policy introduces a place-based planning framework as a tool for integrated 
planning and policy development at Metro. The framework is described in Section 2.3. 
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Focusing on integrated planning to achieve sustainability outcomes is supported by 
State climate change regulations and is required at the regional level under Senate Bill 
375. The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) has prepared a 
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) as part of the 2012 Regional Transportation 
Plan (RTP) that provides a strong foundation for Metro and its partners to build upon. 
The RTP overlays a growth forecast, which compiles local land-use data for 2020 and 
2035, with the transportation network to achieve a per capita reduction in greenhouse 
gas emissions from passenger vehicle-use. While SCAG assembles the RTPISCS, the 
land-use and transportation changes within it are largely driven by the actions of local 
governments and County Transportation Commissions, like Metro, that control the 
majority of transportation funds flowing into the region. This policy and the place-based 
framework it presents are resources to facilitate continued progress within Los Angeles 
County toward reducing the climate impacts of the transportation network and meeting 
SB 375 requirements. 

The fact of land use and transportation systems lated is clear. Less 
clear is the exact nature of that relationship. In re has been an 
enormous amount of effort dedicated to under ships as a way to 
understand how life and business in LA Count - can be improved 
by introducing more attractive transportatio d not only 
provide better ways to get around, but wou elopment 
aims, and healthy, active lifestyles, whil ironmental impacts 
of car and truck use. These aims are re priorities advanced 
by this policy. 

Context Sensitive De . 
ghborhoods, urban character and 
rt the practice of context sensitive 

design. This pr en transportation facilities and their 
by State and Federal transportation 

nal activities. Context sensitive 
design supports walka . It recognizes the necessity of 

r streets to be successful parts 
of healthy neighborhoods nomically successful business districts. The 

to move people and goods is 
interwoven into the guidance and the basis for additional resources to be provided in 
Metro in support of policy implementation. 

"Bundling" for Greatest Impact 

"BundlingJ1 refers to the practice of implementing complementary strategies together in 
order to increase impact and create multiple benefits. Bundling recognizes the 
complexity of transportation and land use systems by addressing multiple factors in 
unified programs. An extensive body of travel performance research established over 
decades has established the fact that multiple-strategy approaches are most effective in 
terms of reliability and magnitude of positive change. Combined scenarios involving 
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land use, transit and pricing strategies are consistently shown to result in greater 
reductions in VMT than single-strategy scenarios, in both the short and long term. 
Rodier's synthesis of regional modeling outputs reported that combined strategies in the 
three arenas demonstrated the long-term potential for VMT reduction ranging from - 
14.5% (10 years) to -24.1% (40 years). Other authors similarly emphasis the 
importance of combining infrastructure, community design, and pricing. These findings 
support Metro's participation in a full range of strategies at multiple scales in order to 
derive the greatest return on major investments. 

The 2009 Moving Cooler report prepared by the Moving Cooler Steering Committee by 
Cambridge Systematics Inc. and published by the Urban Land Institutes reports on 
quantitative evidence of strategy bundling. The report's findings explain that "some 
combinations of strategies could create ential reductions 
of individual measures," noting that "Th 
agencies and other decision makers co 
transportation strategies that provide high-qu 
achieving meaningful GHG reductions.' 

The planning framework and guidance 
the "synergies" that enhance the effective 

Network Optimization 

The success of the technology i advances in computing 
hardware that exponentially increase system connectivity and performance within the 
same physical envelope, for example, a microchip. To serve a growing population with 
increasingly scarce resources, the transportation industry is challenged to take a new 
look at its hardware-a complex network or local roads, arterials, highways and right-of- 
ways-and find ways to improve connectivity and performance within largely the same 
footprint. Increasing system capacity with infrastructure that delivers the same 
efficiency-in terms of mobility, productivity, energy-as earlier generations is neither 
financially, socially or environmentally sustainable. Complete streets, transit-oriented 
development, congestion pricing, signal prioritization, and smart technologies are 
leading us to a more efficient and effective transportation system. These advancements 
respond to the demands of a 21'' century lifestyle where connectivity is highly prized 
and can be achieved by many different means. 

Think Regionally, Act Locally 

As a Countywide agency serving millions of people per day, Metro's activities have 
understandably been focused on regional trips - defined as trips that cross city or 
county boundaries. However, an increased focus on sustainable communities and on 
improved accessibility suggests that regional goals will be advanced through Metro's 
direct or indirect Metro sponsorship of localized strategies. By adopting the principles, 
Metro is committing itself to supporting initiatives aimed at intermodal connectivity, 
support for green modes, urban greening and healthy neighborhoods. These qualities 
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require implementation at the local level. Desired outcomes include a higher level of 
trips made fully by walking or cycling and growth in transit trips that benefit from more 
attractive walk and bike access. Land use changes for greater connectivity similarly 
support a higher level of non-drive trips and shorter trips across all modes for travelers 
in the region. These changes reduce vehicle miles traveled overall, taking local trips off 
the regional roadway network and increasing active travel with commensurate health 
benefits. 

2.3 PLANNING FRAMEWORK 

The policy is based on a planning framework that organizes guidance and strategies 
into two elements: universal and place-based. scribes the analysis that 
informed the development of the framework and dis lication in the context of 
the policy. 

Place Types as Tool for Integrated Plannin 

The place type is an increasing 
transportation and land use pla 
connection between environm 
a large number of places (e.g. 
characteristics. The shared cha grouped within a given 
place type can help illuminate s egies to overcome these 
barriers, typical or desired pe res, and particular types of 
investments that are needed. 

roach that categorizes locations 
rouping locations by accessibility 

characteristics h eds and potential strategies for 
unities with similar built environment 
solutions are not appropriate in a county 

ing opportunities for 
s with comparable conditions that 

Accessibility lndex (Al) 

The Accessibility lndex gauges the extent to which communities' exhibit characteristics 
that enable local residents and workers to drive less, either by reducing trip lengths, or 
by taking transit, walking and biking. Improving accessibility and the attractiveness of 
trips by walk, bike and transit is critical to advancing many of the principles and priorities 
in the policy. 

The index measures community characteristics at the census tract level based on two 
features: net residential density, and job centrality. 

Residential density is calculated using the number of households in each census 
tract divided by the total net acreage of residential land. Data sources are the 
2009 U.S. Census American Community Survey 5-year estimates and 
SCAGJs2008 parcel level land use data. 
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Job Centrality a measure of employment accessibility for each census tract. For 
use in the Accessibility Index, job centrality is calculated using a gravity model 
which considers both number of jobs and their distance from each tract, with jobs 
in or near the tract having more weight than those at further distance. The model 
uses 2007 Longitudinal Employer Dynamics (LED) data provided by the U.S. 
Census. 

Both characteristics have a strong influence on average annual distance driven -known 
as vehicle miles traveled (VMT) - as demonstrated by national and international 
academic research. Residential density and proximity to jobs are two of the most 
significant built environment characteristics influencing VMT in Los Angeles County. 
For the framework, the team evaluated the influence of seven physical neighborhood 
characteristics and found that some, notably net residential density, transit connectivity, 
and job centrality, had a much stronger correlation with VMT than supportive 
characteristics like walkable streets and mixed land 

To establish a meaningful set of Accessibility 
census tract in the county, census tracts 
residential density and job centrality as s sholds for the 
"high," "medium," or "low" categories are 

Figure 2.1: Accessibility Index Performance Threshold 

Net Residential 
Bracket Density Job Centrality 

Threshold Households / Gravity Mode\ lndex 

I Medium I 7 to 14 52,300 to 71,522 1 
High "1 and greater 71,523 and greater 

Each census tract is a 
lndex of 2 through 10, ba 
its residential density and 
centrality characteristics. As 
shown in Figure 2.2, tracts can 
receive a maximum score of 7, 
reflecting high residential density, 
and a maximum score of 3, 
reflecting high job centrality. The 
scoring weighs residential density 
more strongly than job centrality 
because the analysis conducted 
for this policy indicates that it is 
more influential in reducing 
vehicle miles traveled. Figure 2.2 
details how scores are assigned 
for each characteristic. 

Fiaure 2.2. Accessibilitv lndex Calculation 
Residential Employment 
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Each of the Accessibility lndex scores exhibits distinct average annual vehicle miles 
traveled for the typical Los Angeles County household (based on modeled results). The 
general trend is of decreasing average annual VMT as one moves to higher Al scores. 
This is shown in Figure 2.3. Within each of the residential density groupings, there is a 
clear linear trend as job centrality increases, indicating the benefits of employment 
opportunity in improving accessibility. 

Figure 2.3: Average Annual VMT for the Typical Los Angeles County Household by Al 
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Accessibility Clusters 

The Accessibility Index serves as 
the foundation for grouping 
together the nine A1 values into 
four clusters, as shown in Figure 
2.4. The clusters are: Very Strong, 
Strong, Moderate, and Mixed. The 
clusters are necessarily broad and 
cannot capture many important 
variations in local conditions. 
Subareas of local character are not 
well represented by the clusters 
given the County's large size. 
Unique design, cultural, and 
historic factors must be considered 
through the local planning process. 

Each cluster matches distinct 
residential density and job 
centrality scores. Census tracts Low High 
within each type are broadly 
characterized in Figure 2.4. Job Centrality 

cessibility Clusters 
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Figure 2.5: Summary of Accessibility Clusters 

Residential Density 
Cluster Summary Al Job Centrality 

(Hhd/Res. Acre) 

Unique concentrations of economic, entertainment, and cultural 1 1 I I 
activity, drawing large volumes of commuters and visitors every day. / 10 / 14+ High High 71,523+ 
Host to  a full range of horizontally- and vertically-mixed land uses, 

Both residential and mixed-use areas that are near centers of 
. -- - .- -- --- 

economic activity and characterized by sufficient density t o  support 

sustainable transportation alternatives, including predominantly 

single-family residential areas. Includes historic downtown-adjacent -- 

neighborhoods with a compact feel. 

often nestled among low density communities. Whil 

LOW 0-52,30 

---.---a 

transit investments. 

ousing is a minor 
High 71,523+ 

Source: CNT, Arup 2012 

Each cluster represe area, population, and jobs across the entire 
county, as described F ters vary significantly across these metrics. 
For instance, Very pproximately 3.3% of the acreage, but contain 
over 34% of the jobs and 21.5% of the population in the county. This is in sharp 
contrast with Mixed areas, which cover over 81 % of the area but contain only about a 
quarter of the county's population and jobs. 
Figure 2.6: Accessibility Cluster Characteristics 

Acres Populat ion (2009) Jobs (2007) 

Moderate 

Mixed 

8%- 

Source: U.S. Census American Community Survey 2009 (5-year estimates), Local Employment Dynamics (LED) 2007, CNT/Arup 2012 
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The four Accessibility Clusters are mapped below. 

Figure 2.7: Accessibility Clusters Across Los Angeles County 

Source: CNT 2012. US Census Bureau 2011, Arup 2012 ARUP 
12 
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Applying the Framework to Real Places 

The strategy clusters are general. The guidance presented in relation to each cluster 
will be relevant in many cases, but variation and a greater level of differentiation will be 
needed to fit particular circumstances. Any given corridor may traverse multiple strategy 
clusters and judgment, data and creativity will be needed to craft appropriate 
distinctions and to customize strategies. 

The place-based guidance in the next section will be most helpful when the following 
points are considered during the process of making planning and investment choices: 

Small variations in place often do not affect the ability to attain sustainability 
benefits. Considerations about planning and design with respect to community 
character, market value, or appropriate use may not necessarily be important 
relative to accessibility aims, but may noneth in vital in community 
success. 

The factors of residential density and e 
significant in transportation performanc 
should almost always be important fact 
planning and management decisions. 

Empirical data at a finer geographic scal nfirm the relevance of 
the Accessibility Clusters and strategie 

SECTION 3: PLAMM 

3.3 INTRODUCTI 

This section pres izing opportunities to act on the 
principles and ac by the policy. Section 3.2 presents 
"universal" strate II types of locations. Section 3.3 
presents place- ility Clusters, which consider 
constraints and e Planning Framework, Section 2.3 
explains how the clusters were developed and includes a map reflecting the location of 
these clusters in the county. 

Cities and towns are dynamic. The guidance supports change over time in keeping with 
local goals, while moving the County toward achieving Metro's sustainable priorities and 
supporting regional planning efforts. As communities evolve, the policy and its 
strategies can support the following types of change: 

Change for Improved Transportation Performance: The framework provides a 
basis for communities to compare places with the same accessibility index to 
identify the potential for improved performance. The framework is based on the 
assumption that equivalent indexes indicate potential for comparable 
performance. Where a community is performing below-average as indicated by 
census tract level data, strategies should be selected to raise performance and 
improve accessibility for community residents and workers. In all cases, land use 
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and transportation change should be oriented to improved performance relating 
to the principles of Connect, Create and Conserve. 

Change in Accessibility Index. Where local aspirations are guiding land use 
change toward greater residential density and/or employment centrality, there 
may be an anticipated future change in accessibility index and perhaps a change 
in the cluster as well. In these cases Metro's activities should support land use 
change that creates the potential for improved performance. A challenge 
associated with framework is identifying specific transportation initiatives that will 
support desired land-use outcomes. 

In all cases, strategies should be selected based on local objectives of sustaining or 
improving transportation performance based on a stable accessibility index, or 
aspirations for changing accessibility to reflect changes in density and economic 
activity. 

The guidance cannot - and doesn't try to - ca 
Differences that are the result of local culture, 
natural features, 
accessibility inde 
decision-making as s. More detailed 
knowledge and analysis would show that t 
mosaic. The place types are presented 
for specific places 
large area having 
character of other places. The 
inevitable, particul ormulated based on data at 
census-tract and zip- 

3.2 UNIVERSAL 

Candidate strategies plementation 

Connect People and Places-Access, Prosperity, Green Modes 

Identify and implement projects that improve transfer opportunities and intermodal 
connectivity to increase accessibility by green modes throughout the region. 
Create small blocks (increase roadway and/or pedestrian path connectivity). 
Establish minimum density standards suitable to context. 
Facilitate work-site based carpools and vanpools (carpool matching services, 
preferential parking, and marketing). 
Support grocerylretail delivery programs. 
Require pre-tax transit benefits at all major employers. 
Adopt EV readiness policies to promote the early adoption of cleaner vehicles. 
Promote use of greenlclean technologies for goods movement, including through 
policies that support the advancements of zero-emission truck technologies. 
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Create Community Value-Healthv Neighborhoods, Community Development, Urban 
Greening 

Increase pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure connectivity (off-street paths, 
pedestrian cut-throughs, separated pedestrian crossing such as bridges and 
tunnels). 
Provide complete sidewalks, retrofitting where necessary to comply (at minimum) 
with ADA requirement. 
Implement safe-routes-to-school programs. 
Adopt development regulations that establish minimum residential and employment 
densities consistent with context, market feasibility and current and planned 
multimodal transportation system capacity. 
Provide pedestrian security and comfort features appropriate to context. 

pace, and explore 

2012 SCS that will have the greatest imp I resources and 

location, such as native plants. 
Enhance, increase or establish com 
spaces, wetlands and com 
conjunction with transporta 

Understand the location's rmance relative to its accessibility index: how does 
the project's census tract compare to the Al average? Tract-level data will be made 
available as part of technical documentation for the policy. 
Analyze key indicators regarding distribution of services and facilities to identify and 
understand equity issues: are services and facilities provided at an equivalent level 
to all population groups and location-efficient places? Is there an equitable 
distribution of development and transportation impacts across all population groups? 
Establish context sensitive design as an expectation of all transportation facilities. 
Maintain all facility surfaces (roadways, sidewalks, bikeways) for maximum safety 
and efficiency. 
Improve transit's on-time performance and reliability. 

Eliminate minimum parking requirements and pursue Smart Park technologies that 
provide an efficient use of parking spaces. 
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Implement Intelligent Transportation Systems. 
Implement parking cash-out programs. 
Adopt green design guidelines for the construction of new transportation facilities. 
Explore opportunities to utilize right-of-way and assets for the production of 
renewable energy. 
Employ best management practices to reduce waste and conserve energy and 
water during construction and over the life of the project. 

3.3 PLACE-BASED STRATEGIES 

Very Strong Accessibility Cluster (Al 10) 

The Very Strong Accessibility Cluster includes regional centers with concentrated 
economic, entertainment, and cultural activity. They are major destinations to which 
tens of hundreds of thousands of commuters travel every day, and that also draw the 
region's residents for more occasional activities like nightlife, cultural events, shopping, 
and dining. In some, but not all cases they offer 24-hour districts, where people can live, 
work, and play without ever stepping into ese places have a full range of 
horizontally- and vertically-mixed land u capacity transit stations and 
corridors present or planned. The urba sidential and business districts 
in regional centers should compl dal connectivity at 
the local, regional and statewide e typical in regional 
centers, and peak ho day. Relief comes when 
people can opt out of aking transit operating in 
dedicated rights- Accessibility, which is the benefit 
of having places , is abundant, though mobility - 
conventionally un I quickly in a private vehicle - may be in 
short supply. 

Highly-accessible pla efits, including offering independent mobility for 
non-drivers, includin addition to Downtown Los Angeles, the Very 
Strong Accessibility with significant office centers such as 
downtown Pasadena, onica, and Warner Center. This designation, 
however, also includes more mixed-use but high-density locations such as Hollywood. 
A number of higher intensity industrial and entertainment areas such as Burbank - with 
large clusters of movie studio jobs - are also included. 

As major regional commute destinations, locations within this cluster need to be linked 
to origins through a range of high capacity transportation investments. Workers should 
be able to find easy, stress-free transportation alternatives from their homes, even if 
they live 20 to 50 miles away. These should be the best-connected places in the 
County, with easy intermodal connections linking not just to destinations in LA County 
and Southern California, but to the rest of the state. Throughout the County, trips within 
these places need to be supported by attractive and safe transit, walk and bike options, 
with densities supporting all-day transit service and walkability allowing most trips to be 
made without a car. This means that workers and residents can complete daily business 
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without needing a car, residents can get to the grocery store and back, and visitors can 
stay a mile or two from the attractions they are there to see. 

Though all centers are characterized by high employment and residential densities, not 
all centers provide mobility choices. Offering regional transit alternatives to these major 
commuting destinations could have significant impacts on congestion relief and 
greenhouse gas emissions, while mitigating the need for roadway expansion projects. 
These areas also offer the critical mix and intensity of uses needed to support more 
innovative internal mobility solutions such as bikeshare and carshare programs. 

Candidate strategies for Very Strong Accessibility Cluster 

Connect People and Places-Access, Prosperity, Green Modes 

Develop plans for long range goods movement t ort activities and delivery 
of goods, including identifying goods move d clean technologies. 

Eliminate use of intersection level of servi other standards that can 
result in street widening to the detriment urban character. 

Promote the location of major institutions at benefit from 
the high accessibility of regional cent 

Identify and implem rovide easy intermodal 
transfer opportuniti as well as connections to 
airports and future high speed modes and with no 
associated parking. 

Promote 2417 tr ional centers, connecting to external 
inations and providing "last mile" 

lnvestindaytim requencies that allow convenient bus and 
rail use without dways shorter than 10 minutes). 

Provide dedicated righ transit operations and operating strategies 
prioritizing transit vehicle 

Encourage employer-and-institution based transit pass programs and green mode 
commute programs. 

Create Communitv Value-Healthy Neighborhoods, Communitv Development, Urban 
Greening 

Adopt and apply performance and development standards that encourage high- 
density, mixed-use infill development, such as convenience standards for walkability, 
accessibility indexes and multimodal LOS. 

Adopt development regulations that establish minimum residential and employment 
densities consistent with context, market feasibility and current and planned 
multimodal transportation system capacity. 
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Provide cycling tracks, bike share programs and bike stations at mobility hubs and 
regional destinations. 

Allocate street space to benefit high-occupancy and non-motorized modes 
("complete streetsn)-e.g. road diets and other cross section changes. 

Develop parking standards and performance measures for new development that 
reduce the minimum parking requirements and introduce maximum requirements as 
well as eliminating surface parking that is visible from the public realm. 

Update standards so that all streets provide a minimum clear zone of 6' for walking 
with greater clear zones for arterials. 

Retrofit arterials and update standards to provide a landscape buffer including street 
trees between the sidewalk and the roadway. 

lncentivize high density residential developmen reater presence of 
housing can be successfully introduced. 

Balance high density development comple lity public realm and 
convenient access to a variety of public op 

Encourage retail and services easily rea ployment 
centers, housing and mobility hubs. 

Program public open spaces for bot nts that support 
community character and identit 

Update standards ocation of curb space for 
loading and requir mmodate delivery on-site. 

Stewardship 

Conduct mapping and an o understand the character of individual areas-in 
particular recognizing em nt centers and entertainment districts that have little 
housing but that have the potential to transition to a true downtown district with a 
strong mix of housing, employment and support services. 

Manage the majority of on-street parking through pricing, time limits, and other 
controls reflecting limited availability in regional centers. 

Evaluate Area 1 Cordon pricing in highest-value areas. 

Implement turn restrictions, and vehicle restrictions. 

Implement transit signal priority. 

Ensure designated right-of-ways are preserved through video enforcement. 

Incorporate bus queue jump lanes into project design. 

Consider colored pavement and physical barriers such as pylons or raised curbs to 
segregate dedicated transit lanes. 
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Introduce traffic signal optimization and coordination. 

Provide real-time transit information. 

Strong Accessibility Cluster (Al 6, 7, 9) 

As a result of its historic pre-war growth boom, Los Angeles County has a much higher 
single-family residential density pattern than most counties in major metropolitan 
regions. This is what makes Los Angeles one of the highest density counties in the 
nation. Moderate-to-high residential density combined with moderate-to-high 
employment centrality support increased travel options. They communities have an 
accessibility index of 6, 7, or 9. Importantly, these areas are characterized by densities 
that are high enough to support sustain 
development pattern in many of these pl 
areas may be either residential or more 
economic activity. This type includes h 
compact feel like the mid-Cities district, and th 
most of the city of Burbank. 

Residents and workers in the strong accessibility cluster ne 
predictable transit service - including very high quality com es, and to feel a 
high level of safety when walking and bicycling. Transit-oriented development is a good 
fit in these communities with their established mix of relatively high housing density and 
nearness to jobs. Transit, walking, and biking facilities will help support the vibrant mix 
of uses that is possible in these places due to their density and proximity to jobs and 
other amenities. T are generally near centers and thus near regional 
transportation cho t one of the features necessary to create places 
where people fav el modes. The design, operations and 
location of major ents need to create connectivity rather than 
creating barriers. 

Complete streets that walking will facilitate an easier one-to-three 
mile commute and ca e "last mile connections" to the regional transit. 

Candidate strategies for Strong Accessibility Cluster 

Connect People and Places-Access, Prosperity, Green Modes 

Promote retail and services providing daily needs such as fresh food groceries, dry 
goods, and pharmacy integrated with employment centers, housing and mobility 
hubs. 

Allocate street space to benefit high-occupancy and non-motorized modes 
("complete streets1')-e.g. road diets and other cross section changes. 

Invest in all day transit services throughout Strong Accessibility Clusters, connecting 
to external employment centers, educational and medical centers and providing "last 
mile" connectivity from rail transit. 
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Provide daytime and peak period transit frequencies and reliability that allow 
convenient bus and rail use. 

Encourage employer-and-institution based transit pass programs and green mode 
commute programs. 

Establish freight routes that are compatible with land uses and provide for efficient 
goods movement. 

Create neighborhood enhancement and revitalization activities designed to support 
intensification and economic activity at locations best-served by green modes. 

Create Community Value-Healthy Neighborhoods, Community Development, Urban 
Greeninq 

Develop a comprehensive bicycling prom 
bike share programs and bike stations at 
and bicycle parking, showers, and changi 
developments. 

Adopt and apply performance and develop ourage high-or- 
medium-density, mixed-use infill developmen ce standards for 
walkability, accessibility indexes and multimodal 

Eliminate use of i er standards that can 
result in street widening to the nd urban character. 

Use arterial speed th traffic flow, reduce 
emissions, lower 

Conduct mapping an erstand the connectivity of individual areas to 
employment center here multimodal connectivity Very Strong 
Accessibility Cluster 

Increase the share of transit operating on dedicated rights of way or in operating 
environments that provide transit priority. 

Implement transit infrastructure enhancements to improve transit system productivity 
(e.g., real-time transit information, transit signal priority, contraflow transit lanes, bus 
queue jump lanes). 

Implement system productivity enhancement to maximize efficient use of existing 
roadways (e.g., traffic signal optimization and coordination reversible lanes, peak 
hour lanes). 

Price parking to reflect limited availability. 

Invest in real-time traffic management and transit information. 
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Moderate Accessibility Cluster (Al 5, 8) 

The Accessibility Index scores of 5 and 8 reflect moderate to high residential density 
with low job centrality. Places with these scores are thus good candidates for 
sustainable local travel, but not so well connected to the region's economic centers and 
the wide array of economic activity in the county. Some locations within this cluster 
include small districts with higher density residential, often nestled among low density 
communities. These are small but moderate to high density communities in areas of the 
county that have less job centrality. As a result, land use patterns in these areas are 
more appropriate to support moderate transit service, and residents are more likely to 
walk, bike, and take transit if nearby streets feel safe and comfortable. Areas falling into 
this place type include many of the South Bay Cities, portions of the eastern San 
Fernando Valley such as the Reseda corridor, historic downtowns in places like 
Monrovia, and the area around the Newhall Metrolink station in Santa Clarita. While 
these places have the densities to support redu their limited access to 
major job centers and disparate geography ofte residents to commute 
long distances to get to work. 

Because these places are more dense than t eighborhoods, they can 
support a broader range of transportation optlo these communities can 
easily access transportation alternatives like c us, carpooling and 
vanpooling. Residents can also take advant districts and walk or 
bike to work. Residents living along compa Reseda can (and do) 
take rapid buses for their daily needs. Howe walking and biking are 
unpleasant choices due to nearby auto oriented eorridors and a more suburban block 
pattern. Making these corridors more supportive of biking and walking can foster last 
mile connections to n I transit options or commercial districts. Many 
outlying communities may also provide retail and service amenities that 
make these p owntown destinations. "Park once" and similar 
parking mana upport this role and reduce emissions. 

Candidate strate essibility Cluster 

Promote retail ding daily needs such as fresh food groceries, dry 
goods, and ph with employment centers, housing and mobility 
hubs. 

Emphasize carpool lvanpool where patterns of demand are not strong enough to 
support transit productivity. 

Provide commute transit services including patron amenities at stops and real time 
information. 

Invest in complete streets projects that encourage green modes and improve safety 
for all users of the roadway. 

Adopt regulations that encourage medium and high density residential development 
supported by walk-to services and facilities. 
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Invest in neighborhood enhancement and revitalization activities designed to support 
intensification and economic activity. 

Provide convenient and direct routes for goods movement that reduce potential 
conflicts with vulnerable roadway users. 

Create Community Value-Healthy Neighborhoods, Community Development, Urban 
Greeninq 

Identify needed goods and services that support local trips made by walk and bike. 

Adopt planning and permitting requirements that support home-based working, live- 
work units, satellite offices, and incentivize live-work housing and incubator 
businesses. 

Prioritize Safe Routes to School Projects tha ing and bicycling to 
school. 

Use arterial speed management strategie 
emissions, lower average speeds and im 

Build bike lanes and off street bike pat within the 
community and link to regional trails. 

Stewardship 

Analyze data for mute transportation needs of 
residents of M 

Promote prog arpool matching and encourage use of 
"guaranteed r 

Implement HOVIHO 

Utilize traffic signal opti nd coordination. 

Encourage grocery and goods delivery services available from local and regional 
retailers. 

Utilize real-time traffic management and transit information. 

Mixed Accessibility Cluster (Al 2, 3, 4) 

The Mixed Accessibility Cluster includes places that are unified by an overall housing 
density threshold of seven units to the acre. Within this classification are two distinct 
types: 
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SuburbanlRural Communities: Communities meeting the low residential 
density criteria with low or medium job centrality, and 
Special Use Areas: Large industrial zones, ports and airports and open space 
areas 

Shifting households out of their cars is more of a challenge in these places, and may 
require a focus on land use-related investments that are the responsibility of local 
governments. The lower density nature of these places makes them difficult to serve by 
transit, thus transportation investments should be focused on appropriate strategies 
such as carpoollvanpool programming. Some, though not all, of these areas may be 
appropriate for commuter rail. In some places, increasing pedestrian and bicycle safety 
through complete streets investments can reduce auto use for non-work trips. 

SuburbanlRural Communities 

Los Angeles County provides a variety o 
and preferences of its residents. While access gelinos consider when 
choosing where to live, affordability, connecti 
housing stock, privacy, and family size 
people choose to live in suburbanlrural c ose that access 
is limited. Others simply prioritize other v 
at the north and eastern edges of the cou 

hborhoods, which can be 
the focal point for transportation cho provements that support 

these communities - 
the ability of these areas to 

rvices can create a 
more locally sustain g and cleaner vehicle 

r these largely auto- 

Commuters from low density places can seek alternative transportation choices to these 
places by relying on carpool and vanpool programs, or park-and-ride areas supporting 
commuter rail and bus. Reducing commute times through operational efficiency on 
major freeways and arterials is a strategy that can support these places. 
Enhancements to bike lanes and sidewalks can also encourage residents to access 
regional transit connections, or retail and services by biking or walking. 

If greater accessibility is desired and communities have appropriate plans for more 
intensive development, these should be encouraged though investment incentives in 
order to capture the significant reductions in VMT associated with this densification. 
National research shows that increasing the density of the lowest density residential 
neighborhoods (even from just 7 to 12 dulac) can have the most significant impact on 
reducing vehicle miles traveled. Where such intensification is planned and incorporated 
into the Regional Sustainable Communities Strategy, it should be supported through 
actions by Metro. 
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Special Use Areas 

Many areas of the county fall into the Special Use Area category. High job centrality 
places where there is no housing or where housing is a minor component of the place, 
indicated by an Al of 4. Special Use Areas may include large industrial zones, ports and 
airports. The distinct mobility needs of these places, often focusing on goods 
movement, are recognized in the text below. 

Sensitivity is needed to provide for goods movement in the more industrial areas in this 
place type, particularly as trucks enter and exit these areas near population centers that 
are accommodating high volumes of people using all modes. As many of these 
industrial areas also fall adjacent to existing or planned fixed-guideway transit corridors, 
addressing these numerous mobility objectives is a high priority. 

While mitigating potential mobility conflicts ad ommunities such as 
the Alameda corridor, maximizing the efficiency y and freight corridors is 
also critical. Further, workers who commute t more difficult to serve 
with transportation alternatives, but encouragi can provide critical 
job access and support workforce developme 

It is important to note that open ry. While this 
type includes warehousing and of Industry and 
areas around the Los Angeles lnternat~on e a number of 
places serving recreational or entertain the Arroyo Seco 1 Rose 
Bowl area of Pasadena. 

Candidate strategies 

-de-sacs and encourage grids in new 

Adopt policy and ices encouraging home-based work. 

Retrofit large blocks ditional access, particularly where residential can 
gain access to retail services. 

Provide commute transit services and amenities especially in areas where 
headways are longer than 20 minutes. 

For Special Use areas: develop site specific transportation plans that encourage 
the use of sustainable modes for visitors and workers. 

Create Communitv Value-Healthy Neighborhoods, Communitv Development, Urban 
Greeninq 

Identify sub-areas that can transform to walkable centers andlor corridors and plan 
for future development. 
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Implement pedestrian and bicyclist safety programs. 

Adopt development regulations that establish minimum residential densities and 
maximum block sizes in areas where increased accessibility and growth is desirable. 

Identify emerging centers for retail and services and cluster additional density within 
walking distance of these. 

Introduce programs that promote carpool and vanpool services. 

Conserve Resources-Context Sensitivity, Svstem Productivitv, Environmental 
Stewardship 

Use arterial speed management strategies ic flow, reduce 
emissions, lower average speeds and impr users. 

For low density low centrality places (AI=2 scourage the 
creation of new employment concentration ing 
transportation infrastructure. 

Use traffic calming techniques to redu reets. 

For Special Use areas: De provides for specific 
transportation needs that priorit 

Encourage densities by redu ' etbacks, and provide for 
mother-in-law or cottage ho 

Allow su bdivisi arge l 

For Special s to encourage density of housing or 
employmen 

Provide programs th ing destinations into a single trip. 

Promote grocery and go ry services available from local and regional 
retailers. 

Encourage workers to utilize employee programs with "guaranteed ride home" 
services. 

Install ramp metering, variable speed signs. 

For Special Use areas: Customize an approach that may include employer based 
commute trip reduction programs, guaranteed ride home, and carpool/vanpool. 
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SECTION 4: POLICY IMPLEMENTATION AND IMPACT 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This Section will be developed following additional internal and external outreach. 

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

This Section will be developed following additional internal and external outreach. 

The policy includes a performance evaluation c will track progress toward 
achieving Metro's policies and priorities. Becau factors involved in 
advancing these aims, the performance evalu 

Tracking Metro's success at implemen e the policy, to be 
accomplished through Program Metric 

Tracking outcomes across the cou ugh Countywide 
Performance Metrics 

The time frame for influencing outco II strategy 
implementation can likewise take se monitoring program will 
have a set of metrics that are m ther set that are monitored 
less frequently. 

rd policy goals by monitoring the 
ure 4.1. Evaluation metrics track key 

Program Metrics 

In years 1-5 following a licy, program metrics will track its 
implementation through recognizing progress integrating the 
framework into Metro ac uent years, program metrics will track system 
change -for example, nds for projects including green mode or urban 
greening components. 

Countywide Performance Metrics 

Performance metrics will also track the countywide outcomes, influenced by Metro's 
activities as well as factors beyond the agency's direct control. The majority of these will 
be tracked annually (e.g., accidents and fatalities; and VMT). Other candidate 
performance metrics could be tracked on a five-year basis, such as the percent of 
housing and jobs near transit. The candidate metrics will be finalized based on data 
availability. 
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Figure 4.1 : Preliminary Program and Performance Metrics 

Access 
Prosperity 
Green Modes 

Program ~ e t r i c s '  
etro Revlslon of Policies and Programs to Incorporate SCPF 
ojects incorporating strategies In appropriate Accessibility Clusters: % of total projects by program, %of program $ value 
se of SCPF Evaluation tool in Alternatives Analysls (AA) Process 

Percent of transportation capital projects that include environmental enhancements 
Metro Rev~sion of all adopted Design Guidelines to incorporate context sensitive deslgn related to Accessibility Clusters 

y Neighborhoods 
unity Development 
Greening 

Performance Metrics 

ransit ridership (annual trips by bus and rail) (percent change compared to percent population change)' 

ccidents and fatalities (auto, bicycle, and pedestrians)4 

Number of days exceeding federal 8-hour air quality standardg 
Context Sensitivity 

Regional VMT (percent change compared to percent population changelb 

nmental Stewardship ercent of housing and jobs near transit 

1 The source for all program mcltrccs ts LA Metro 

2 Source TTI Annual Urban Mobilcty Report 

3 Source: Natlonal Transit Database (annual unlinked trips) 

4 Source: Sratew~de Integrated Traffic Record System (SWITRS) 

5 Source: South Coast Air Qualcty Management Dtstrict 

6 Source: Hcghway Performance Mon~torrng System (HPMS) or TTI Annual Urban Mobclcty Report 

7 This is a cand~date metrlc, to  be flnalized In the future and measured In the long-term. 
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APPENDIX 

Sources 

The planning framework offers an evidence-based approach to selecting transportation 
strategies based on policy objectives and on physical context. It relies on original 
analysis conducted specifically for the Metro Sustainable Community Planning 
Framework (SCPF) by the Chicago-based Center for Neighborhood Technology in 
order to establish the place types and accessibility index, and to illuminate the 
relationship between built environment, travel behavior and socioeconomic factors. This 
analysis was conducted in the 4th quarter of 201 1 and the first quarter of 2012, using 
data from a variety of sources. 

The policy relies heavily on the following additional esearch and analysis, in 
addition to the original analysis undertaken for this 

LA County and SCAG region activiti 
AB 32 as well as activities generally s 
integration. These include the many act 
Community Strategy and the COMPASS Blue 
as the South Bay Cities COG'S South B 
Use and Transportation Strategy. 

Published research results that report; on original analysis, such as Brian Taylor et 
al's, " Nature and/or nurture? Analyzing the determinants of transit ridership" in 
Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice, Volume 43, Issue 1, January 
2009, in which the au c consumer economics theory to transit ridership, 
using the US Census socioeconomic data, and the National Transit 
Database (NTD) by the Federal Transit Administration as a source of 
transit data for 2 analyzed. Another study examining data from 
multiple regions arshali's "Effect of Street Network Design on Walking 
and Biking "include rtation Research Board's Pedestrians 2010. 

Published professional guid aimed specifically at providing an evidence-based 
foundation for application of tr rlation and land use strategy, such as the California 
Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) 201 0 publication, Quantifying 
Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures: A Resource for Local Government to Assess 
Emission Reductions from Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures. 

Published syntheses of prior work that draw conclusions based on multiple 
sources in order to support policy and implementation choices. This project benefits 
from the growth in this category of work following adoption in California of the 
Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008 (SB 375) which has led to 
sponsorship of a very useful body of synthesis research by the State of California. Work 
cited below by Carolyn Rodier, Susan Handy, Marlon Boarnet and others is included in 
this category and was commissioned specifically to support SB 375 implementation. 
There are a growing number of this type of publication, sometimes with a specific focus 
on supporting efforts aimed at growing use of green modes. One valuable example is 
the article by Ann Forsyth and Kevin Krizek, "Promoting Walking and Bicycling: 
Assessing the Evidence to AssistPlanners" in Journal of the Built EnvironmentVOL 36 
NO 4. While many recent compilations focus on strategies to reduce vehicle miles 
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traveled in support of climate-related goals, others focus on an objectives that relate to 
SCPF objectives. These include the UC Transportation Center's 2009 Performance 
Measures for Complete, Green Streets: A Proposal for Urban Arterials in California, by 
Eliabeth MacDonald, Rebecca Sanders and Alia Anderson. 
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